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HE FIRST CENTURY was a
Roman world.1 Jesus was born
into this Roman world when it
was ruled by Caesar Augustus (Luke 2:1).
Augustus (27 B.C.–A.D. 14) founded a
new order of peace and stability after centuries of political and social chaos during
the Roman civil wars. The Augustan age
reaffirmed old values of the Republican
age, including those of hearth and home.
To repopulate the empire after decimation
by wars, Augustus encouraged marriage
and regulated divorce. The two basic
forms of marriage were civil and common.
Roman law regulated civil marriages.
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Civil Marriage
The reforms of Augustus dealt with civil marriage, which already had a long tradition in Roman
law. Initially only aristocrats could contract civil
marriages. Later, patrician and plebeian classes
joined the ranks around 445 B.C. Under Augustus,
marriage contracts were expanded to freeborn and
freed persons. The slave never was allowed to
execute a civil marriage contract.
The contractual power invested in a civil marriage
was that of defining progeny and distributing authority. Defining legitimate (legal) progeny was crucial to
Roman society, because progeny inherited the social
status of the father and the family wealth. And distributing authority was important because it designated
the proper legal authority of the individuals involved.
The civil marriage contract had two forms. The
first form was “with power.” This “power” referred
to legal authority over the wife’s property. A civil
marriage “with power” transferred legal authority
of the wife’s property from father to husband. The
“with power” form of civil marriage had practically
disappeared, though, by the first century.
Augustus favored the second marriage form,
“without power.” In this second form, property was
retained in the old traditional families. “Without
power” also allowed the wife to manage her own
affairs. A handsome dowry encouraged husbands
to accept such arrangements. Just how independent
the wife could be in the administration of her own
affairs was the subject of some debate. Cicero, the
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famous Roman orator, seemed to favor the wife managing at least some of her own affairs independently,
even of her father.2 In any case, by Paul’s day, most
Roman civil marriages were this second form “without power,” in which the wife held some authority
to manage her own affairs. This authority gave the
woman some financial security after divorce.
Common Marriage
Common marriage was a second form of marriage.
Although this form lacked official legal status,
Roman society at large generally recognized these
arrangements as functional marriages. One form,
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ews traditionally held a high concept of marriage and considered it a sacred rite. Divorce,
however, happened.
Two rabbinic schools dominated traditional
Jewish thought in Jesus’ day. These offered differing restrictions on divorce. The school of Shammai
allowed divorce only in the case of the wife committing adultery. In contrast, the school of Hillel
made allowances for a man to divorce his wife for
a variety of reasons, including her being unable to
bear children, committing religious offenses, and
failing to complete common household tasks.1
In contrast, the Mishnah made allowances for a
wife to divorce her husband—if he was impotent,
if he consistently refused sexual relations, or if he
agreed to the divorce.2 By the first century, more
Jewish wives were thus initiating the divorce. i

1. Robert W. Wall, “Divorce,” in The Anchor Bible Dictionary, David Noel
Freedman, editor in chief, vol. 2 (New York: Doubleday, 1992), 217-218.
2. K. C. Hanson and Douglas E. Oakman, Palestine in the Time of Jesus
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1998), 44.
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especially common among slaves, was “sharing
the same roof.” Another form was “concubinage”
in which a man could take a concubine as a wife.
No dowry was exchanged, and the children were
considered illegitimate legally and thus could not
inherit property. Roman soldiers were forbidden
marriage during their 20 years of service. They
were required to divorce their wives if they were
already married at the time of conscription. For this
reason, soldiers customarily maintained concubines
local to their station during their military service.3
Divorce
The prevalence of divorce in the first century is
hard to put to specific numbers due to questions of

how to read ancient authors on the matter. Roman
authors probably exaggerated problems about marriage and divorce. The famous Roman poet Ovid
(43 B.C.–A.D. 17) himself entered into marriage
unions three different times.4 In any case, divorce
seems a common way of life in the Roman world
of Paul and the early Christians.
At first only the husband could initiate divorce,
but in the later Republic the wife could initiate the
divorce from her husband.5 Divorce could be initiated unilaterally and required only that one party
no longer consent to the marriage. Remarriage was
presumed in almost any divorce.
Augustus attempted to quell the rising tide
of Roman divorce rates. He put regulations on
divorce. Examples of his restrictions include: (1)
provision of official notification of divorce proceedings,6 (2) a required separation period prior
to final legal action, (3) dowry reclamation to
the wife’s family, (4) required child custody by
the father, (5) required remarriage of divorcees
between 20 to 50 years old when childless.
Adultery was the most common reason for
divorce. Adultery was made a statutory public
crime when Augustus enacted the lex Julia de
Adulteriis in 18 B.C. A husband was forced by law
to divorce an adulterous wife, and those guilty of
adultery could face banishment or even death.7
In a remarkable example of how strictly the law
was enforced, Emperor Augustus personally
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childlessness, as in adultery, again was inheritance
law. An entire family tradition of wealth and status could come to naught in a childless generation.
Other reasons for divorce would be the typical relational issues of money, in-laws, social status, and so
forth. In none of these situations, however, was sex
outside the marriage actually a part of the equation.
In fact, sex outside of marriage for the male was
common and expected in the Roman world. Thus,
a double standard clearly existed. Four Greek terms
describe four types of common sexual relationships.
The mistress (etaira, Greek) gave intellectual companionship. The concubine (pallake, Greek) often
was the slave in the household. The harlot (porne,
Greek) gave casual gratification. The wife (gunaikos,
Greek) secured legitimate heirs and household management. Here is how Demosthenes characterized
these relationships: “Mistresses we keep for pleasure, concubines for daily attendance upon our person, wives to bear us legitimate children and be our
faithful housekeepers.”11
In sum, marriage was supported in the Roman
world, but pagan mores condoned or at least allowed
other types of sexual relationships outside of marriage. Divorce was common in Roman life, easily
initiated, and even commanded by law in particular
cases. As a result Christian converts would experience culture shock as they attempted to make the
transition from their pagan lifestyle where sex outside of marriage was a given and divorce, a frequent
course of action. The high standards for marriage and
general intolerance for divorce in the Christian world
were great challenges for many new believers.
i
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banished his own daughter Julia after he learned
of her indiscretions while she was married to
Tiberius.8 Society’s rules for the husband, however, were quite different. An adulterous husband
might face no crime unless the woman with whom
he was involved was married or of high social
standing.9 Thus, in general, even pagan Roman
society considered adultery wrong and shameful.10
While adultery generally was condemned, and
spouses could be jealous, the central Roman issue was
legal status, not romantic commitment. Establishing
legitimate heirs was a core value in Roman law.
Adultery jeopardized the legal standing of progeny.
Any progeny that resulted by the husband’s indiscretions already was declared illegitimate by law. Such
progeny accrued no legal status and could make no
claims whatsoever in a Roman court. Inheritance
issues were not conflicted. Adultery of the wife, on
the other hand, did conflict inheritance laws, because
the Romans did not have the blood or DNA tests to
establish claimed paternity in the case of pregnancy.
Besides the issue of adultery, another ground
for Roman divorce was childlessness. The issue in

